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Abstract. Varying the neutral beam injection (NBI) mix reveals a clear pedestal-top

rotation threshold for edge localized mode (ELM) suppression by resonant magnetic

perturbations. Guided by expectations for the RMP penetration mechanism, the

rotation threshold is found to correspond to a critical radius for the ExB rotation

zero-crossing. No such critical radius is observed for the electron perpendicular

rotation zero-crossing. Varying the amount and ratio of power in different NBI source

geometries (termed the NBI mix) also reveals that the rotation threshold can be crossed

at widely varying total injected NBI torques. Computing the local torque density at

the edge, the rotation threshold is found to be crossed when the local edge NBI torque

is negative in nearly all discharges. Reducing the upper triangularity from the ITER-

similar value of 0.3 to 0.1 significantly reduces the pedestal height and width. This

in turn: 1) Increases the rotation threshold and yields a more outward critical ExB

rotation zero-crossing location. 2) Decreases the density threshold, consistent with

a comparable collisionality range at lower pedestal temperatures. 3) Increases the

input torque requirement, due to observed lower confinement and smaller intrinsic

torque. These findings represent an important step along the road to predicting ELM

suppression access conditions in future tokamaks such as ITER, where the toroidal

rotation is expected to be low and consequently the rotation zero-crossing far from the

pedestal-top.
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1. Introduction and Motivation

Effective control of the edge-localized mode (ELM) is an essential aspect of operating

fusion-grade tokamaks such as ITER [1, 2]. One approach for ELM control is the use of

resonant magnetic perturbations (RMPs), a technique which has found wide application

in the tokamak research program worldwide [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9]. While mitigation

of the ELM by RMPs is ubiquitous, a more effective yet more challenging operating

mode is that of full ELM suppression, characterized by low pedestal collisionality and

narrow resonant windows in the safety factor. Recent work has increased confidence

that this regime is achievable on ITER and beyond: DIII-D results have demonstrated

compatibility of ELM suppression with many of the ITER 15 MA Q=10 scenario

conditions, namely the normalized current, pressure, and shape - albeit with some

degradation of confinement [8]. Further, alongside DIII-D [3] full ELM suppression

is now routinely achieved in KSTAR [10], EAST [9], and recently ASDEX-Upgrade

(AUG) [11, 12]. Interestingly, ELM suppression on AUG was only possible by raising

the upper triangularity (∆up) to above normal values for that device [12, 11, 13], partially

motivating the studies described herein.

Worldwide exploration of RMP-ELM suppression has yielded significant insights

into the underlying physical mechanisms and resultant optimization strategies.

Penetration of the applied RMPs [14] at edge rational surfaces, while not unanimously

agreed upon, is a leading contender to explain the pedestal bifurcation into the ELM

suppressed state. This is most readily determined by considering the fast-time scale

variations at the threshold of ELM suppression. Bifurcations of the plasma flow together

with changes of the non-axisymmetric magnetic field structure are observed on ms-time

scales and are consistent with expectations of the field penetration effect [15, 16, 17].

Comparing conditions in and out of ELM suppression with longer analysis intervals

reveals the same effect, in particular when considering changes in the toroidal and

poloidal phase of the magnetic field structure [9, 18]. Fluctuations are also robustly

found to increase (on both the fast and slow time scale) likely due to changes in the

ExB shearing rate induced by the penetration effect [15, 16, 19, 20]. These fluctuations

may ultimately play an important role in enhancing the pedestal-top transport.

In parallel, dedicated RMP spectral optimization studies have converged on the

crucial role of maximizing resonant coupling to the edge rational surfaces [21, 7, 22], and

if conditions require it, maximizing edge resonant coupling while holding core resonant

coupling to a sufficiently low value to avoid penetration of the core resonant surfaces

[10, 23, 24]. Though the reason ∆up was so effective in AUG is not yet resolved, an

increase in edge resonant coupling may partially explain this result. This is because

at high ∆up in AUG the pedestal pressure and bootstrap current both significantly

increased - both of which have been identified as a significant drive to resonant coupling

and edge deformations [16, 25].

Amidst this generally positive picture, recent DIII-D experiments have highlighted

a potentially serious compatibility issue for ITER: if the input torque (and rotation) is
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reduced through counter-IP directed neutral beam injection (NBI), ELM suppression is

robustly lost (though ELM mitigation remains) [26]. By comparing flow profiles before

and after the loss of ELM suppression, a radially inward shift of the low-flow region

of both the ExB rotation (Er/RBp ≡ ωE) and the perpendicular electron flow (ω⊥,e)

profiles was found. Note that these two flows are separated by the electron diamagnetic

flow (ω∗,e), according to: ω⊥,e = ωE + ω∗,e. Linear single-fluid MHD (considering ωE)

and two-fluid MHD (considering ω⊥,e) modeling with the M3D-C1 code [27] found a

radially inward shift of the field penetration region, as would be expected based on the

basic paradigm that low flow begets field penetration. While this paradigm is not in

doubt, open questions remain concerning which flow (ωE or ω⊥,e) must be low to allow

field penetration. Two-fluid MHD theory prescribes ω⊥,e as the relevant flow [28, 27],

possibly with a further correction for the electron thermal force [29]. Single-fluid MHD

theory prescribes ωE as the relevant flow, though there is no doubt that the two-fluid

model is more accurate than its single-fluid predecessor. Gyrokinetic treatments however

have also found that low ωE flow can enable field penetration due to particle resonance

effects [30].

Experimentally, detailed information is lacking on which flow profile is best

correlated with ELM suppression, how low the flow must be, and how close to

the pedestal-top the low-flow condition must be met. These questions are of great

importance since the expected locations of the low-flow regions for these profiles can

vary significantly. This is especially true in large tokamaks such as ITER, where

low normalized momentum injection should yield a low ωE, yet high electron pressure

gradients should yield a large ω∗,e. Thus, the ωE and ω⊥,e profiles would be expected to

be very different from each-other and scale pessimistically from their values in present

devices. As the plasma shape (ie, ∆up) affects the pedestal pressure and thus the

diamagnetic flows separating ωE and ω⊥,e, the shaping effect is also a useful tool to

understand the extrapolation of ELM suppression to ITER and beyond.

In this paper, variation of the amount and ratio of power in different NBI source

geometries (termed the NBI mix) reveals a pedestal-top rotation threshold for RMP-

ELM suppression that is found to correspond to a critical radius for the ωE zero-crossing.

In contrast, no critical zero-crossing location is observed for the ω⊥,e zero-crossing. This

threshold is examined as a function of pedestal structure actuated by the plasma shape.

Decreasing ∆up from 0.3 to 0.1 is found to narrow and lower the pedestal, causing

an increase of the rotation threshold together with a more outward critical ωE zero-

crossing location. Lowering ∆up also decreases the density threshold, consistent with a

comparable collisionality range at lower pedestal temperatures. Varying the NBI mix

also also reveals that the rotation threshold can be crossed at widely varying total

injected NBI torques. Computing the local torque density at the edge, the rotation

threshold is found to be crossed when the local edge NBI torque is negative in all but

one discharge. Notwithstanding the NBI torque profile effect, reducing ∆up generally

increases the input torque requirement, due to observed lower confinement and expected

smaller intrinsic torque in the weaker shape.
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Figure 1. (color online) (a) Cross-section of the plasma shapes used in this study.

Typical pedestal (b) electron temperature profiles and (c) total pressure profiles for

both ∆up. At ∆up ∼ 0.1 the profiles are largely unchanged when entering ELM

suppression, unlike at ∆up ∼ 0.3.
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Figure 2. (color online) Observation of an edge impurity toroidal rotation (V C6+
φ )

threshold for RMP-ELM suppression in (a) the ∆up ∼ 0.3 shape, and (b) the ∆up ∼ 0.1

shape. The threshold is higher in the ∆up ∼ 0.1 shape. RMP current is constant during

this interval.

This paper is structured as follows. First, in Section 2, discharge conditions and

experimental execution are described alongside a first presentation of the rotation

threshold. Section 3 discusses the rotation threshold for the ITER-similar shape

(∆up ∼ 0.3) and isolates the role of the ωE and ω⊥,e zero-crossing. Section 4 discusses

how varying ∆up can dramatically change the operating space for ELM suppression, both

in density and rotation. Section 5 relates the rotation threshold to the NBI torque, both

globally and locally, and discusses the role of plasma confinement. A summary of results

and discussion are given in Section 6, and conclusion in Sec. 7. Appendix A discusses

the impact of rotation on the pedestal shape and thus the pedestal stability, leading to

a potential alternate path to the ELM instability.
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2. Experimental Setup and Basic Observations

These experiments were designed to isolate the rotation threshold and its dependence

on input NBI geometry and plasma shaping.

Discharges were conducted in two plasma shapes with varying upper triangularity

(∆up), shown in Fig. 1. The stronger shape, with ∆up ∼ 0.3 is the canonical ‘ITER-

similar shape’ used in numerous RMP-ELM suppression studies on DIII-D [8, 15, 31, 32].

This discharge well-matches the ITER cross-sectional shape and ∆up, but has a lower

aspect ratio than ITER plasmas (2.8 vs. 3.1) to better match the DIII-D vacuum

vessel geometry. To vary the pedestal structure and explore this effect on the observed

thresholds, a lower ∆up discharge was developed with ∆up ∼ 0.1. A cross-section

comparison of the two explored plasma shapes is shown in Fig. 1. The lower half

and divertor geometry were intentionally held constant, with ∆down ≈ 0.6 for both.

Both shapes had the same plasma current (IP ) of 1.6 MA, and toroidal field (BT )

of 1.96 T. As such, the safety factor (q95) of the two shapes varied, with the ∆up ∼ 0.3

shape yielding q95=3.5 while in the ∆up ∼ 0.1 shape q95=3.2. Conveniently, these two

q95 values were ≈ 1/3 integer apart and as such both existed within a sufficiently robust

resonant window in q95 for n = 3 RMPs. A detailed study of the q95 window dependence

with plasma shape was not attempted. No effort was made to match the global βN ,

which varied from 1.2-2.3 at ∆up ∼ 0.3 and from 1.2-1.6 at ∆up ∼ 0.1. As subsequent

analysis did not reveal any dependence on core parameters, this work only discusses the

pedestal.

As can be seen in Fig. 1(b,c), variations of ∆up successfully yielded very different

pedestal shapes. The pedestal-top electron temperature (Te,ped) was particularly

sensitive, dropping by ≈ 40% as ∆up was reduced. Near the threshold for ELM

suppression in each shape, the total pressure was reduced by a comparable amount.

The RMP spectrum used throughout these experiments was an in-vessel n = 3 ‘even

parity’ configuration, delivering strong resonant coupling to the edge rational surfaces.

The RMP coil current amplitude was held constant within each shape, at 3.0 kA for

the ∆up ∼ 0.3 (vacuum Bres ≈ 5 G) shape and 3.5 kA (vacuum Bres ≈ 6 G) for the

∆up ∼ 0.1 shape. The slight amplitude increase at ∆up ∼ 0.1 was found to be helpful

to access robust ELM suppression for the wall conditions of the ∆up ∼ 0.1 experimental

session.

Variations of the NBI mix were performed to identify and isolate the rotation

threshold. This entailed changing the ratio of tangentially directed to radially directed

NBI sources, the ratio of of co-IP directed and counter-IP directed NBI sources, and

the injected voltage of the NBI sources independently. Various combinations were tried

to modify the rotation profile in different ways based on the expected differences in the

torque profile for these different combinations. Furthermore, a powerful new technique

to dynamically vary the NBI voltage within the discharge [33, 34] was utilized to more

smoothly cross the observed rotation threshold.

Varying the NBI mix was found to be a very effective way to cross the rotation
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threshold in both shapes. The basic observation explored in this work is shown in Fig. 2.

With few exceptions, when the edge carbon impurity toroidal rotation (V C6+
φ ) decreases

below ≈ 10 km/s in the ∆up ∼ 0.3 shape, ELM suppression is lost. This measurement

is from a single location in space. Since the plasma shape is held constant, the fixed

location maps to a fixed radius near the pedestal-top. In the ∆up ∼ 0.1 shape, when

edge V C6+
φ increases above ≈ 20 km/s ELM suppression is found. Note rotation data

in Fig. 2 is averaged over 50 ms, giving rise to some scatter in the transition threshold

which will be better resolved with analysis presented later in this paper. As can be

seen, during the analysis period the ∆up ∼ 0.3 discharges go from high to low rotation

and exit ELM suppression, whereas the ∆up ∼ 0.1 discharges go from low to high

rotation and enter ELM suppression. This different intial condition is due to an errant

30-ms duration NBI off-period at 2.8 s in the ∆up ∼ 0.1 discharges, which very rapidly

reduced the rotation and transitioned these discharges to the low rotation ELMing

state prior to the main analysis period. This in principle opens the door to hysteresis

effects varying the observed rotation threshold. However, taking that the rotation is the

directly controlling parameter for field penetration, hysteresis would only be expected

in the actuators yielding a given rotation profile, as opposed to the rotation iself.

3. Resolving the Rotation Threshold in the ITER-similar (∆up ∼ 0.3) shape

This section will focus on resolving the dynamics and origin of the rotation threshold

in the ∆up ∼ 0.3 shape. Differences with ∆up are left to Sec. 4 while the role of the

NBI mix is left to Sec. 5. First, time-dependent analysis of the ωE and ω⊥,e profiles

will be presented, identifying several phases in the rotation evolution prior to the loss

of ELM suppression. A criticality condition in the ωE flow will be presented, while no

correlation with the ω⊥,e flow will be found. These results will be interpreted in terms

of linear MHD modeling.

3.1. Time-dependent Evolution of Zero-Crossings

A new time-dependent profile fitting tool [35] is used to evaluate the ωE and ω⊥,e profile

over the duration of the discharge as the plasmas of Fig. 2(a) evolve through the rotation

threshold. The electron profiles are measured through Thomson Scattering (TS) and

are ELM phase averaged during ELMing periods, taking intervals of 50-90% of the

inter-ELM cycle. Electron profiles are aligned to the separatrix by enforcing Te,sep
= 80 eV. This value originates from parallel transport arguments to the divertor for

the typical connection lengths of DIII-D [36]. Ion profiles are measured via charge

exchange recombination (CER) spectroscopy, which is capable of measuring both the

toroidal and poloidal flows necessary to calculate ωE. Due to ambiguities over how

to shift the ion profiles to the separatrix in the presence of RMP fields, no shifting is

applied to the ion profiles shown in this section. Thus, the ΨN ordinate can equivalently

be considered a real-space ordinate, since the plasma shape was held constant as the
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Figure 3. (color online) Profile evolution for high-torque ELM-suppressed discharge

169461. Profiles of (a) toroidal flow (ωC6+
φ , with example CER data), (b) poloidal

flow (ωC6+
pol , with example CER data), (c) ωE , (d) ω⊥,e are summarized in terms of

(e) the ΨN location of the zero-crossing. For reference, (f) shows the time-evolution

of edge V C6+
φ and Dα. Location of ‘Edge V C6+

φ ’ as used throughout this paper is

indicated in (a), where V C6+
φ = RωC6+

φ and R ≈ 2.2 m. Estimates of the rational

surface locations from kinetic equilibrium reconstructions are given by colored boxes

in this and subsequent figures.

rotation evolved. Profiles are made every 20 ms, aggregating raw data points within

each averaging interval (TS every 2.5 ms, and CER every 2-5 ms).

Before exploring dynamics as rotation is reduced, it is instructive to consider a

discharge for which the input torque and thus the rotation remains elevated. The

profile evolution for this sort of discharge is shown in Fig. 3(a-d) for toroidal flow (ωC6+
φ

= V C6+
φ /R), poloidal flow (ωC6+

pol = -V C6+
pol BT/|RBp|), ωE, and ω⊥,e. Representative

ωC6+
φ and ωC6+

pol CER data are included for the final time slice (note the profile fit is also

constrained by data outside the plotted ΨN interval). This information is more simply

presented in Fig. 3(e), where only the ΨN location of the ωE and ω⊥,e zero-crossing

is tracked in time. This ELM-suppressed discharge maintains high rotation and an

outward zero-crossing location for both the ωE and ω⊥,e profile. Uncertainty in the

zero-crossing is hereafter obtained by mapping a 3 krad/s error bound in ωE and ω⊥,e
to the corresponding change in the zero-crossing, as indicated by a dashed line (barely

visible in Fig. 3[e] but larger in subsequent discharges). Three krad/s is used as it is

thought to be a reasonable estimate of systematic uncertainties due to unaccounted for

atomic physics corrections in the analysis of CER spectra. Equilibrium reconstructions

show that the ωE zero-crossing is roughly aligned with the m/n = 11/3 rational surface

while the ω⊥,e zero-crossing is roughly aligned with the 9/3 surface, and both are ‘near’

the pedestal top. As this is the condition used for nearly all RMP-ELM suppression

experiments on DIII-D, it is easy to see why ambiguity exists as to whether the ωE or

ω⊥,e zero-crossing best correlates with ELM suppression.

Slowly increasing the voltage (and power) of a counter-IP directed NBI source using

the technique described in Sec. 2 enables a gradual transition through the rotation

threshold as summarized in Fig. 4. Three distinct phases within the ELM suppressed
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Figure 5. (color online) Rotation profile comparison for the three phases identified as

input torque is gradually reduced and the rotation threshold is crossed. Colors indicate

the time in the discharge as given by the color bar in Fig. 4. Data from all phases is

included in each plot, with only the active phase indicated by thicker opaque lines.

period are identified, and are highlighted in Fig. 5 and above the colorbar of Fig. 4.

Phase 1 is equivalent to the conditions of the discharge of Fig. 3 and corresponds to

fairly high momentum input and rotation. As torque is reduced the rotation falls and

the ωE zero-crossing shifts inwards, roughly from the location of the 11/3 to the 10/3

surface. This discrete shift of the ωE profile is commonly observed in these discharges,

despite the gradual reduction of the input torque. Figure 5 shows that ωC6+
φ interior of

the pedestal also falls gradually. This suggests that if the field penetration is tracking

ωE, the field penetration region shifts from the 11/3 surface to the 10/3 surface. As
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Figure 6. (color online) Profile evolution of anomalously low V C6+
φ discharge 169473.

(a) An exterior ωE zero-crossing is maintained despite the absence of a zero-crossing in

the ω⊥,e profile. (b) Long-duration ELM suppression is maintained during this interval

(until a locked-mode forms). Profiles of (c) ωC6+
φ , (d) ωC6+

pol , (e) ωE , (f) ω⊥,e used to

obtain the zero-crossing positions.

seen in both Figs. 4 and 5, the flow changes between Phase 1 and Phase 2 do not shift

the location of the ω⊥,e. As the torque and rotation fall further, a Phase 3 is identified

during which the ωE zero-crossing is unchanged but the ω⊥,e zero-crossing abruptly

moves far interior from the pedestal. Despite this large motion of the ω⊥,e zero, ELMs

do not promptly return. No indications from the Dα recycling light or the behavior of

the pedestal parameters are found that indicate ELM suppression has been lost during

this Phase. Specifically, ne,ped and Te,ped remain stationary despite the change in the

ω⊥,e zero-crossing location. Finally, at the end of Phase 3, ELMs return, preceded by a

rapid reduction of the rotation not easily captured by the 20 ms averaging utilized for

this analysis. For brevity ωC6+
pol is not included in Fig. 5 as only a gradual monotonic

decrease is found. These dynamics are consistent with the observations of Ref. [26]

except that in these discharges (at q95 = 3.5 instead of 3.2), two rational surfaces are

compatible with ELM suppression, as opposed to only one in Ref. [26]. As such, in these

discharges the bistable nature of the zero-crossing can be observed without exiting ELM

suppression.

The ELMing period after 3.4 s is unusual in that dithering-type behavior is seen,

with the pedestal evidently regaining brief periods of ELM suppression before losing

it again in a cyclic manner. This behavior is very reminiscent of DIII-D experience

with n = 2 RMPs as in Ref. [15], but is very unusual for n = 3 RMPs on DIII-

D. During the periods of enhanced recycling and apparent ELM suppression, the ωE
zero-crossing returns to its original outward position (within the time-resolution of this

analysis technique).

The previous discharge was highlighted in great detail because it happened to

spend roughly equal times in each Phase. Considering the full dataset, discharges can

spend an arbitrary length of time in each phase depending on how the input torque

and rotation evolve. The discharge of Fig. 3, for example, exists entirely in Phase
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Figure 7. (color online) Profile analysis as the rotation threshold is crossed

demonstrating a critical ωE radius. Profiles of (a) ωC6+
φ (with example CER data),

(b) ωE , (c) ω⊥,e before and after ELM suppression is lost. The ΨN position of the (d)

ωE and (e) ω⊥,e zero-crossing for each discharge that crosses the threshold, along with

(f,g) histograms of the zero-crossing location.

1. Interestingly, discharges which persist in Phase 3 can also be identified. One such

discharge is presented in Fig. 6, where nearly one second elapses in Phase 3, with the

zero-crossing of ω⊥,e very far from the pedestal top. This discharge is also of interest

because it is the single magenta time trace below the raw V C6+
φ threshold shown in Fig.

2(a). As can be seen in Fig. 6, while this discharge has anomalously low V C6+
φ , its ωE

zero-crossing is still firmly outwards, due to a significantly weaker ω∗,C .

3.2. Observation of Critical ExB Zero-Crossing Location

The discharges highlighted in Section 3.1 support the interpretation that the ω⊥,e zero-

crossing is not the controlling parameter for the loss of ELM suppression as the rotation

is reduced, since long-duration ELM suppressed periods are obtained with very interior

ω⊥,e zero-crossings. Figure 7 presents profile reconstruction using a dedicated pedestal

fitting tool [37] for all discharges in Fig. 2(a) that cross the rotation threshold. For

extra precision, this tool allows slight radial shifting of the CER data (of 1% or less in

ΨN) which is employed to keep the Ti profile minimum at the location of the separatrix.

Unfortunately, this tool does not directly propagate uncertainties into the computed ωE
or ω⊥,e profile. As such zero-crossing error bars in Fig. 7 are estimated by mapping

a 3 krad/s uncertainty in the underlying CER data to a corresponding uncertainty in

that profile’s zero-crossing. Consideration of multiple discharges also serves to inform

the variability in the underlying data and fitting. Instead of continuously constructing

profiles every 20 ms, the last available analysis period before ELM suppression is lost

is contrasted to the first available analysis period in the ELMing phase. Immediately

after the last available ELM suppressed profile reconstruction, the rotation falls further

and the anomalous pedestal transport is lost. This is evidenced by a fall in the Dα
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Figure 8. (color online) Dependence of (a) resonant fields at their rational surface

(indicating penetration) and (b) quasi-linear local δJ × δB torque on ωE zero-crossing

location for an interpolated set of ωE profiles from Fig. 5. Colored arrows in (b) indicate

the direction the torque would shift the ωE zero-crossing location, and demonstrate

the existence of stable points near the rational surfaces.

baseline and increase in ne,ped and Te,ped on short time scales, with the ELM coming

shortly thereafter. As such, these profiles would be expected to identify any criticality

condition in the pedestal profiles.

As shown in Fig. 7(a), the ωC6+
φ profile is significantly different in ELMing and

ELM suppression, as expected from Fig. 2(a). Note that no systematic difference is

observed in the measured ωC6+
pol profiles, and as such they are not included in Fig.

7 for brevity. There is a remarkable consistency in the ωE zero-crossing location for

the critical final profile before ELM suppression is lost [Fig. 7(b)]. This is presented

systematically in Fig. 7(d), where the ωE zero-crossing location is plotted as a function

of discharge number, and as a histogram in Fig. 7(f). The histogram reveals the final

ωE zero-crossing locations at the exit from ELM suppression are narrowly clustered at

ΨN of 0.92, roughly the location of the 10/3 resonant surface.

Considering ω⊥,e in the same manner, no such similarity is found across discharges.

Discharges lose ELM suppression with a very wide range of ω⊥,e zero-crossing locations,

and ELM suppression can be maintained with the ω⊥,e zero-crossing inside of ΨN=0.8.

Interestingly, all ELMing cases have an ω⊥,e zero-crossing inside of ΨN=0.8. This

analysis thus serves to demonstrate the importance of the ωE profile and in particular

the location of the ωE zero-crossing location over the ω⊥,e profile. The implications of

this will be described in Sec. 6, and the the relationship of the critical ωE zero-crossing

to the input NBI torque will be discussed in Section 5.
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3.3. Interpretation from Linear MHD Modeling

An interpretation for the above observations is provided by single-fluid linear MHD

modeling using the M3D-C1 code [27]. Single-fluid MHD modeling is used to match the

observed importance of the ωE flow, though a complete treatment will likely require both

two-fluid and kinetic resonance effects as will be discussed in Sec. 6. The amount of field

penetration and associated quasi-linear δJ × δB torque is computed for an interpolated

set of 21 ωE profiles spanning the time interval shown in Fig. 5. Interpolation is done to

assure a fairly uniform spacing of the ωE zero-crossing location in ΨN . Furthermore, to

isolate the rotation effect, the background equilibrium is held constant and corresponds

to ELM suppressed conditions for these experiments. Note the absence of experimental

profiles with zero-crossings exterior to the 11/3 surface prevents the extension of the

computation to this region. The most outward zero-crossing is within experimental

uncertainty of the 11/3 surface.

The amount of field penetration and associated local torque is plotted for each of

the 21 ωE profiles is shown in Fig. 8, indexed by the ωE zero-crossing location for each

profile. As can be seen, the maximum field penetration at a given rational surface occurs

when the ωE zero-crossing is aligned with the rational surface location. This is consistent

with the Ohm’s law in single-fluid M3D-C1 modeling. If the ωE zero-crossing is interior

(exterior) of a nearby rational surface, the δJ × δB torque is positive (negative) and

this would tend to force the ωE zero-crossing outwards (inwards). In this way, despite

the input torque being reduced, it would be expected for the ωE zero-crossings to linger

at the stable points near rational surface locations, and then more discretely transition

to an interior surface when local torque balance is lost. Interestingly, as will be shown

in Sec. 5, the computed local δJ × δB torque about an order of magnitude larger than

the NBI torque density at the edge. Also note the stable points are slightly offset from

the rational location due to non-ideal effects included in M3D-C1 [38].

These results are fully consistent with previously published results in Ref. [38]

using n = 2 fields, but here are extended to n = 3 to match the conditions of these

experiments. What is novel in these cases is that at penetration at both the 11/3 and

10/3 surface appears to be compatible with ELM suppression, while the 9/3 surface is

not. This is in contrast to recent results with n = 2 fields [15] where penetration at

the 8/2 surface was compatible yet penetration at the 7/2 surface was not. What sets

the critical distance between the pedestal-top and the penetrated rational surface is not

known.

4. Modifying the ELM Suppression Operating Space via the Pedestal Shape

The previous section resolved the rotation threshold in terms of the ωE zero-crossing

location focusing on the ∆up ∼ 0.3 discharges. This section will consider how

varying ∆up changes the rotation threshold and the critical ωE zero-crossing location.

Additionally, other observed variations of the ELM suppression operating space with
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Figure 9. (color online) Variation of ELM suppression operating space with upper

triangularity (∆up), considering the controlling variables of ne,ped, Te,ped, edge V C6+
φ ,

and ν∗e . The operating space is significantly reduced for ∆up ∼ 0.1 as compared to

∆up ∼ 0.3. Data is averaged over 50 ms.

∆up will be described, namely the pedestal-top density (ne,ped), electron temperature

(Te,ped) and collisionality (ν∗e ) calculated using the formula in Ref. [39].

4.1. Variation of ELM Suppression Operating Space with ∆up

Figure 9 demonstrates the operational space for ELM suppression in a variety of

parameters, contrasting findings in each ∆up. For this full-dataset analysis, ne,ped and

Te,ped are calculated using automated tanh fits and edge V C6+
φ is from a single pedestal-

top CER chord. As can be seen in Figs. 9(a,b), the ne,ped operating space is very different.

As such, a separate ∆up ∼ 0.3 high ne,ped dataset was added to Fig. 9 (not considered in

Sec. 3) to better compare the ne,ped limit in both shapes. This was necessary because all
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the discharges of Sec. 3 operated well below the empirical ne,ped limit, owing to the low-

recycling wall conditions present during that session. Taking these additional discharges

into account, the ne,ped threshold is shown to be reduced from just below 3 ×1019m−3

to ≈ 2 ×1019m−3 when ∆up is reduced from 0.3 to 0.1. Below these ne,ped values, ELM

suppression is still precluded if the edge V C6+
φ is too low. Interestingly, no data points

were found with ne,ped higher than its threshold and V C6+
φ rotating significantly faster

than its threshold. To operate in this region of parameter space would require levels of

input torque not accessible in these experiments, as will be discussed in Sec. 5.

Figures 9(c,d) demonstrate that the significant differences in the operating space are

observed alongside a significantly lower Te,ped. The reduction of Te,ped is expected from

the variation of the kink-peeling limit with ∆up [38]. Beyond the large Te,ped differences

between plasma shapes, the ∆up ∼ 0.3 dataset [Fig. 9(c)] reveals an interesting

correlation of Te,ped with edge V C6+
φ . Higher Te,ped is correlated with reduced V C6+

φ . The

origin of this correlation is unknown but will be given special attention in Appendix A.

The reduction of the ne,ped threshold observed alongside a decreased Te,ped operating

point suggests that both discharges operate in a similar collisionality range, as is

confirmed in Figs. 9(e,f). ELM suppression exists generally with ν∗e below 0.4, though

no clear threshold is found. Interestingly, a lower boundary in ν∗e seemingly appears.

These datapoints however are the low V C6+
φ datapoints of Figs. 9(a,b), which due to

the increased Te,ped at low V C6+
φ operate at comparatively lower ν∗e . For completeness,

the datasets are represented in terms of ν∗e and edge V C6+
φ [Figs 9(g,h)], indicating the

high-level observations: 1) The very different ne,ped threshold maps onto comparable ν∗e
values, and 2) the edge V C6+

φ threshold is dominant and neatly separates the datasets

into ELMing and ELM suppressed.

4.2. Operating Space of ne,ped and ωE Zero-Crossing Location

The basic operating space shown in Fig. 9 is that of ne,ped and edge V C6+
φ , where ne,ped

is calculated using automated tanh fits made at each TS laser pulse and edge V C6+
φ is

from a single pedestal-top chord. Dedicated pedestal profile analysis again using the

tool described in Ref. [37] is now undertaken of discharge time-slices found in various

areas of this operating space, as shown in Fig. 10(a,b), and separated by whether the

profiles were ELM suppressed or not. Uncertainties in ne,ped and edge V C6+
φ are taken as

the standard deviation over the profile analysis interval. ELMing profiles are separated

into two types: cases where V C6+
φ or ne,ped was firmly away from the threshold (black

squares), and ‘marginal’ cases where either ne,ped or edge V C6+
φ was near-threshold (cyan

diamonds). The marginality of these conditions is confirmed by noting that in every

occasion the plasma entered ELM suppression less than one energy confinement time

after the profile reconstruction was made. Again, the discharges of Sec. 3 are included

in Fig. 10(a,c) and are found well below the empirical ne,ped limit.

A critical location of the ωE zero-crossing is found for both ∆up values, shown in

Fig. 10(c,d), although it is shifted significantly outwards in the ∆up ∼ 0.1 shape. This
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Figure 10. (color online) Comparison of operating space plot for both ∆up in terms of

(a,b) basic observables and (c,d) profile-derived ωE zero-crossing location. ELMing and

suppressed profiles are differentiated, with marginal ELMing indicating a bifurcation

into ELM suppression immediately after the analysis period. The critical ωE zero-

crossing location shifts outward at low ∆up.

finding relates the higher rotation threshold in the ∆up ∼ 0.1 shape to a different ΨN

location of the ωE zero-crossing, roughly consistent with the location of the 9/3 rational

surface. The reason for this more outward zero-crossing location is not known, but a

hypothesis is provided in Sec. 6.1. As before, zero-crossing error bars are estimated by

mapping a 3 krad/s uncertainty in the ωE profile to a corresponding uncertainty in the

zero-crossing.

Comparing this analysis to that of Sec. 2 and 3 two distinctions are noted. First,

a few ∆up ∼ 0.3 cases are found with edge V C6+
φ slightly below the threshold shown

in Sec. 2 (≈ 5 km/s in Fig. 10[a] vs. ≈ 10 km/s in Fig. 2[a]). This small difference

arises from a shorter averaging interval used in this analysis (20 ms) vs. that of Fig. 2

(50 ms), with Fig. 10 thus being more accurate. Second, the discrete nature of the ωE
zero-crossing found in Sec. 3.1 and interpreted in Sec. 3.3 is not as clear in Fig. 10(c).

This is thought to be due to small variations in the rational surface location between

the dozen discharges contained in Fig. 10(c) that act to smear out this effect.
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4.3. Closer examination of Density-Threshold Dynamics at Low ∆up

Also of interest when considering the low ∆up cases of Fig. 10(d) is the location of the

‘marginal’ profiles (those that are about to enter ELM suppression, yet are still ELMing).

At low ∆up, these marginal points have very similar ωE zero-crossing location as the

ELM suppressed discharges. It stands to reason then that these profiles should have

already been ELM-suppressed based solely on operating space considerations.

The evolution of these discharges as they evolve towards ELM suppression is shown

in Fig. 11, corresponding to the arrows in Figs. 10(b,d). The key evolving parameter

in the low ∆up discharges is ne,ped, which slowly decays after stopping a gas bleed at

3.5 s in the two higher ne,ped discharges of Fig. 11. During the ne,ped decay, pedestal

temperatures are unchanged as expected for operation on the kink-peeling pedestal

stability boundary. As ne,ped intrinsically decays, ELM suppression is accessed and the

edge V C6+
φ bifurcates to more positive values. The conclusion to be drawn is that while

the critical ωE zero-crossing is a necessary condition for ELM suppression, it is not the

only consideration - ne,ped must also be below threshold. Even with both conditions

satisfied there may be a short delay comparable to the energy confinement time scale

before robust ELM suppression sets in. This conclusion was also arrived at in previous

experiments that rapidly engaged the RMP coils [40]. Note that the high ∆up discharges

in Section 3 are free of this ambiguity since they all operated well below the higher ne,ped

threshold of that shape.

As a prelude to Section 5, the other consideration in the evolutions of Fig. 11

is the role of the NBI torque. While the evolutions of discharges 174692 and 174693

are very similar, they dynamically access ELM suppression at different ne,ped, and are

differentiated mainly by the applied NBI torque. The higher torque discharge (4.4 vs.
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3.3 Nm) was able to access ELM suppression earlier in time and at slightly higher ne,ped.

These dynamics are rapid and complicated, being also greatly impacted by the ELM

cycle dynamics [41, 29]. It is thus more difficult to resolve criticality conditions entering

ELM suppression (as in most of the low ∆up cases) with as great a precision as the

criticality condition for exiting ELM suppression (as in the Sec. 3 cases).

5. Crossing the Rotation Threshold by Actuating the NBI Torque

Analysis up to this point has focused on the rotation threshold without consideration

of the role of momentum actuators to access and cross this threshold. In this section

the observed rotation threshold is considered both in terms of the inherent momentum

confinement, the total injected NBI torque, and the edge torque density as computed by

the TRANSP code [42], with the latter implicated as a particularly important controlling

parameter.

5.1. Total NBI Torque and Power Operating Space

As discussed in Section 2, experiments were conducted by varying the NBI injection

quantity and geometry. Figure 12 demonstrates the accessed total NBI power and

torque in both plasma shapes, with ELM suppressed time-slices indicated in magenta.

Using only co-IP directed NBI (hereafter co-NBI), only a narrow NBI operating space is

accessible, as defined by the dashed lines. Variations within the co-NBI only operating

space are possible by changing the ratio of tangentially to radially directed co-NBI

sources. Using counter-IP directed NBI (hereafter ctr-NBI), the power is increased but

the torque is decreased, significantly expanding the accessible operating space towards

the lower right.

Considering results in the ∆up ∼ 0.3 shape [Fig. 12(a)], ELM suppression is found

for nearly all combinations of co-IP NBI, regardless of whether the total torque is

around 2 Nm (2 co-radial sources) or 6 Nm (3 co-tangential sources). Crossing the

rotation threshold in this shape required ctr-NBI injection. ELMing conditions can be

encountered at either low (≈ 3 Nm) or high (≈ 5 Nm) total torque, as long as sufficient

ctr-NBI is used. However, some amount of ctr-NBI is found to be compatible with ELM

suppression as evidenced by the magenta points that exist below the co-radial dashed

line. In contrast, the ∆up ∼ 0.1 shape is found to access suppression in a much narrower

range of NBI power and torque [Fig. 12(b)]. Specifically, using only co-radial sources is

marginal for ELM suppression (mix of both black and magenta dots on the lower dashed

line), and all cases with ctr-NBI (below the dashed line) are ELMing. Cases with mostly

co-tangential NBI but no ctr-NBI were robustly ELM-suppressed. Note some overlap

between ELMing and ELM suppressed data is expected in NBI operating space, due to

inherent variations of the rotation at constant NBI mix.
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5.2. Differences with Plasma Shape

The narrower NBI operating space of the low ∆up shape can be understood at least in

part by considering three features. First, as shown in Sec. 4, the rotation threshold is

higher and the critical ωE radius more outward at ∆up ∼ 0.1.

Second, the reduction of ∆up is found to have a significant effect on global energy

confinement. Figure 13(a) demonstrates a markedly higher energy confinement time at

high ∆up, as expected from improved pedestal stability at high ∆up allowing access to

higher Pped [43]. Higher overall confinement should also be partially responsible for the

generally higher edge rotation at the same total injected NBI torque, as shown in Fig.

13(b).

Third is the expected increase in intrinsic rotation from the higher pedestal ion

temperatures (Ti,ped) and pressures (shown in Fig. 1) at high ∆up. The pedestal-top ion

temperature (higher at high ∆up) is thought to directly increase the intrinsic rotation
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Figure 13. (color online) Comparison of (a) global energy confinement and (b) edge

V C6+
φ vs. NBI torque for both ∆up.

[44], and studies on DIII-D have found a linear dependency of the intrinsic rotation

and torque with Ti,ped [45] and pedestal pressure gradient [46]. Considering that the

characteristic Ti,ped increases from 1.3 kV to 1.6 kV, an increase of 10 km/s is expected

from ∆up ∼ 0.1 to ∆up ∼ 0.3 using the relationship of Fig. 7 of Ref. [45], explaining

some of the increase shown in Fig. 13(b).

These three effects (decreased rotation threshold, increased global confinement,

and increased intrinsic rotation) all work together to make the ∆up ∼ 0.3 shape more

favorable for ELM suppression. Implications for extrapolations to future tokamaks will

be left to Sec. 6.

5.3. Total NBI Torque vs. Edge NBI Torque Density

Figure 12 demonstrated a severe penalty to ctr-NBI for ELM suppression, as discharges

were more likely to be ELMing if counter-NBI was in the NBI mix despite similar total

NBI torque. Results in this section will be considered in terms of the NBI torque density

at the plasma edge (averaging from ρ=0.85 to 0.95), focusing on the ∆up ∼ 0.3 shape.

Averaging the NBI torque density over the broad edge region is meant to provide a

simple metric that highlights the region of the torque profile that impacts the edge

rotation. The transport code TRANSP [42] is used to compute the NBI torque density
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profiles for each of the NBI source geometries present on DIII-D, and integrated to give

the TRANSP-evaluated total NBI torque per source. These calculations include the

collisional and collisionless prompt torque [47]. A representative ∆up ∼ 0.3 equilibrium

is used, and the torque profiles were calculated varying the NBI source geometry and

voltage, with results shown in Fig. 14. As expected, the total NBI torque is roughly

consistent between co- and ctr-NBI sources and increases with NBI voltage. However,

the NBI torque density at the edge is severely imbalanced from co- to ctr-NBI, with the

ctr-NBI sources roughly 4x more effective at depositing torque at the edge. The physical

mechanism for this discrepancy is the direction the neutral beam ion trapped banana

orbit travels after ionization within the plasma. The trajectory is radially outward for

counter-IP going particles and radially inwards for co-IP directed particles [47].

These calculations allow a re-mapping of the ∆up ∼ 0.3 NBI operating space [Fig.

12(a)] and rotation threshold [Fig. 2(a)] to the edge NBI torque density, and this is

shown in Fig. 15. The relationship between edge NBI torque density and total NBI

torque is not co-linear due to the disparate edge NBI torque densities between co- and

ctr-NBI.

While no simple torque threshold is found (nor expected), a fairly clear separation

between discharges that eventually ELM and those that do not is found by comparing

the edge NBI torque density. As shown in Fig. 15(b), all discharges below ≈ -0.02

Nm/m3 experience a sufficiently large reduction of edge V C6+
φ to eventually cross the

threshold value and become ELMing. The transition also happened once at higher edge

NBI torque density (≈ 0 Nm/m3), indicating that the details of the momentum balance

that connects a given torque to the edge V C6+
φ are varying. It is important to note that

this negative NBI torque density level exists despite the fact that total NBI torque is
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Figure 15. (color online) (a) TRANSP-evaluated NBI torque and (b) edge V C6+
φ

operating space represented in terms of the TRANSP-computed torque density

averaged over the edge.

still positive. These observations support a more important role for the edge NBI torque

density than the total torque, and demonstrate the severe edge rotation penalty found

when using ctr-NBI. Implications for extrapolation will be discussed in Sec. 6.

6. Summary and Discussion

In this work the rotation threshold has been carefully documented in two different

plasma shapes with differing ∆up. Comparisons to both the ωE and ω⊥,e zero-crossings

find a critical radius for the ωE location at the exit of ELM suppression. Changing

the plasma ∆up has a profound impact on the pedestal structure and also changes the

operational boundaries for ELM suppression in terms of ne,ped and rotation. Several

issues raised are now discussed.
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6.1. Summary of Changes with Triangularity

Dedicated variation of ∆up varied the operating space for ELM suppression significantly.

The raw V C6+
φ rotation threshold was higher at low ∆up, and corresponded to a

more outward critical ωE zero-crossing location. The reason for this is not known,

though a plausible hypothesis is as follows: assuming the region of enhanced transport

surrounding the ωE zero-crossing location is of similar width between shapes, the

narrower pedestal of the ∆up ∼ 0.1 shape would require a more outward ΨN location of

the ωE zero-crossing in order to connect the enhanced transport region to the pedestal

top. Given the spacing between rational surfaces (and the slightly different q95 at each

∆up), this equates to the 10/3 surface at ∆up ∼ 0.3 and the 9/3 surface at ∆up ∼ 0.1.

A second observation is that the ne,ped threshold falls from ≈ 3 to ≈ 2 ×1019m−3

when ∆up is reduced from 0.3 to 0.1. Considering the significantly lower Te,ped at low

∆up, this lower threshold is consistent with operating in a similar ν∗e regime in both

shapes. That being said, no single threshold in ν∗e is found.

Finally, the required NBI torque for ELM suppression was generally higher at low

∆up, and observed edge V C6+
φ was lower at a given NBI torque. This is consistent

with both a decrease in the momentum confinement time as well as a smaller intrinsic

rotation due to lower Ti,ped.

6.2. Comparison of Findings with AUG Tokamak

The variation of ∆up was motivated by recent findings of DIII-D/AUG similarity

experiments that identified increasing ∆up as the essential feature that enabled ELM

suppression on AUG [11, 12, 13]. While these experiments were not meant to be rigorous

similarity experiments, both devices operate in similar regimes and so some commonality

would be expected. A potentially important caveat is that this study uses n = 3 RMPs

while the AUG study used n = 2. Before discussing ELM suppression, an interesting

transport difference is identified. In DIII-D the highest edge V C6+
φ is seen at low ne,ped,

as shown in Fig. 9(b). In contrast, in AUG high ne,ped is observed to have the highest

impurity rotation (Fig. 8 in Ref. [13]). The origin of this difference is not known.

Considering ELM suppression, a high-level take away is that the reduction of ∆up in

these experiments reduced the operating space for ELM suppression, broadly consistent

with AUG. However, the absence of ELM suppression in AUG at low ∆up cannot be

simply explained by this argument, since similar ν∗e and V C6+
φ ranges have been obtained

in both low and high ∆up shapes. One possibility is that the large ne,ped threshold

reduction with ∆up is important separately from ν∗e , and as such that the threshold

cannot be crossed except at prohibitively low ne,ped. Considering the absence of a V C6+
φ

threshold reported in Ref. [13], a simple explanation may be that V C6+
φ cannot be

sufficiently reduced without ctr-NBI. However, the reported ωE zero-crossing location

of ΨN ≈ 0.85 (inside of the 7/2 surface) is considerably interior from the thresholds

identified here (ΨN ≈ 0.92-0.94). More direct similarity experiments (matching RMP

spectrum) may be needed to resolve these discrepancies, though both devices do find
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Figure 16. (color online) (a) Example experimental Pe profile and fit. (b) Conceptual

Pe profile with narrow flat-spot. (c) Gradient (proportional to ω∗,C) for this profile.

ω∗,e=0 would yield ωE=ω⊥,e locally.

that ω⊥,e can be negative everywhere while maintaining ELM suppression.

6.3. Role of Small-Scale Flattening in Isolating ωE and ω⊥,e

These experimental studies have found a strong correlation of the ωE zero-crossing with

ELM suppression, while no correlation is found for the ω⊥,e zero-crossing. These results

are consistent with an important role for the kinetic resonances for field penetration

described in Ref. [30] and challenge two-fluid MHD models for field penetration [28].

However, it is important to stress that the difference between ωE and ω⊥,e is the

electron diamagnetic flow (ω∗,e), which is proportional to the electron pressure gradient

[d(Pe)/dΨ]. Figure 16 demonstrates an experimental quandary: if one imagines a narrow

region of enhanced transport (due to a penetrated island, for example), a narrow flat-

spot in the Pe would result [Fig. 16(b)]. This would locally make ω∗,e = 0, and as such

locally ωE = ω⊥,e. An experimentally measured profile would not be able to resolve

such a small feature, as shown in Fig. 16(c), and as such the experiment would interpret

ωE as the essential parameter. This theoretical ambiguity may remain unresolved until

measurement accuracy significantly improves at the mm-scale, although ωE would still

be the de-facto controlling parameter. The amount of profile flattening expected for a

penetrated island is also not trivial, depending on the inner layer parameters as well as

the amount of penetrated field (i.e, the island size) [48]. Another interesting question

is whether it may be possible to identify a de-facto role for ω⊥,e in the access to field

penetration, prior to the formation of the possible flat-spot, but exclude it at the exit of

ELM suppression, when the possible flat-spot would have been present. This possibility

may reconcile these findings with previous results identifying the first response of the

RMP field at the ω⊥,e zero-crossing [49]. More experimental data targeted to resolve

this difference is needed.
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6.4. The Prejudicial Role of Counter-IP Directed NBI

This work has demonstrated a particularly prejudicial role for ctr-NBI in affecting the

edge V C6+
φ and ELM suppression itself. This can be seen by comparing results at the

same total NBI torque in Fig. 12. Without ctr-NBI, the edge torque and V C6+
φ remain

high, and ELM suppression remains. With ctr-NBI (at the same total torque), the edge

torque can be strongly negative, and the edge V C6+
φ more susceptible to falling below

the threshold. This observation raises important questions about how to accurately

simulate ITER discharges in NBI-heated plasmas. While ctr-NBI is an extremely useful

and efficient actuator to cross the rotation threshold and exit ELM suppression, the net

global NBI torque does not appear to be a relevant metric for extrapolation or simulation

of pedestal effects. Said differently, the DIII-D ‘ITER-equivalent torque’ [50] of ≈ 0.5

Nm can yield a rather ITER-irrelevant strongly negative edge NBI torque density at the

pedestal-top if significant ctr-NBI is in the NBI mix. This study motivates increased

emphasis on RF-heating over co + ctr-NBI in DIII-D for pedestal studies.

6.5. Extrapolation of the Rotation Threshold

This work has identified several key features of importance to projecting ELM

suppression access conditions to future tokamaks such as ITER.

The first is the consideration of the ωE zero-crossing location. Predictions for the

rotation profiles in future tokamaks [51, 52] should highlight this profile, and in particular

where the zero-crossing is located with respect to the pedestal-top and the edge rational

surfaces. Naturally, the impact of the RMP on the rotation profile is also essential to

incorporate [53, 54, 55]. This extrapolation is complicated, requiring evaluation of the

intrinsic torque as well as the RMP. However, by focusing on edge local torques perhaps

some simplifications can result. An additional flexibility not considered here is the role

of RMP spectrum. The ITER ELM coils allow excellent spectral flexibility and will

afford additional opportunities to localize the RMP-driven torque to the edge of the

plasma and encourage field penetration.

A second consideration is an understanding of what determines the critical spacing

between the ωE zero-crossing and the pedestal-top. When spacing between adjacent

rational surfaces is not large (as with high n RMPs or high q95 operation) it is

important to understand why penetration at one rational surface may be sufficient, but

a nearby rational surface is not. Answering this question will require further coupling of

microscale fluctuation models with global transport models [56, 20] to understand this

critical spacing.

It is also worth highlighting that the demonstration of an increased ne,ped threshold

with higher Te,ped is favorable for ITER, as it suggests a collisionality-based scaling

as opposed to a density-based extrapolation. Improved understanding of the density

threshold and its relationship to collisionality is needed to better extrapolate this

operational boundary.
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7. Conclusion

In this paper variation of NBI mix reveals a clear rotation threshold for RMP-ELM

suppression that is found to correspond to a critical radius for the ωE zero-crossing.

No such critical location is observed for the ω⊥,e zero-crossing. NBI mix variations

also reveal that the rotation threshold can be crossed at widely varying total injected

NBI torques. Computing the local torque density at the edge, the rotation threshold

is found to be crossed (from ELM suppression to ELMing) when the local edge NBI

torque is negative in all but one discharge (out of nine). Decreasing ∆up from 0.3

to 0.1 is found to narrow and lower the pedestal. This in turn: 1) Increases the

rotation threshold and yields a more outward critical ωE zero-crossing location. 2)

Decreases the density threshold, consistent with a comparable collisionality range at

lower pedestal temperatures. 3) Increases the input torque requirement, due to observed

lower confinement and expected smaller intrinsic torque in the lower triangularity

shape. These findings represent an important step along the road to predicting ELM

suppression access conditions in future tokamaks such as ITER, where the toroidal

rotation is expected to be small and consequently the rotation zero-crossings far from

the pedestal-top.

Appendix A. Rotation Effect on Pedestal Shape and Potential Alternate

Path to ELM Instability

This appendix will discuss coincidental variations in the pedestal shape and stability as

the edge rotation was reduced with counter-NBI while ELM suppression was maintained.

While these changes were not found to be essential to the rotation criticality observed,

in principle they offer an alternate route to ELMing as the rotation is reduced, and are

also of fundamental importance in terms of understanding the pedestal structure. As

these effects were only clear with ∆up ∼ 0.3, discussion focuses on that condition.

Appendix A.1. Variation of Pedestal Shape

Figure A1 presents a detailed evolution of the pedestal profiles as the rotation is reduced

with counter-NBI while maintaining ELM suppression in discharge 169476, with the

profile colors matching Figs. 4 and 5 to locate the time during the rotation evolution.

Several key features are identified as the rotation is reduced.

First, considering the ion channel, the impurity density profile significantly shifts

inwards and the gradients increase as the rotation is reduced, resulting in a larger carbon

diamagnetic flow in the negative direction. Noting the constant ωE zero-crossing in Fig.

4, the ω∗,C changes happen in parallel with V C6+
φ changes that together cancel out

any effect on the ωE zero-crossing. Only very minor changes are observed in the ion

temperature (Ti).

Considering the electron channel, as the rotation is reduced a significant increase

in the Te,ped alongside a narrowing of the electron pedestal width, as shown in Fig.
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Figure A1. (color online) Variation of the pedestal profiles as rotation is reduced with

counter-NBI while ELM suppression is maintained, in terms of (a) carbon impurity

density, (b) electron density, (c) ion temperature, (d) electron temperature, (e) carbon

diamagnetic rotation, (f) electron diamagnetic rotation.
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Figure A2. (color online) Pedestal stability calculations using the ELITE code for

the ∆up ∼ 0.3 shape. The colors match profile parameters in the inset.

A1(d). This effect is also clear from examining the operating space plot of Fig. 9(c).

The reason this occurs is not understood. The poloidal beta (and thus Shafranov shift)

in this discharge is decreasing, ruling out pedestal stabilization via this effect. The

discharges that exhibit this effect necessarily have counter-NBI to sufficiently reduce

the edge rotation, opening the possibility for a direct effect of this actuator perhaps

through modifications of the electric field through orbit effects. While these changes

occur too radially-outward to affect the ω⊥,e zero-crossing, they do severely affect the

pedestal stability, as will now be discussed.
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Appendix A.2. Impact on Pedestal Stability

A comparison of the pedestal stability across the ELM suppression operating space of

Fig. 10 was conducted using the ELITE code that calculates the instability threshold

of the peeling-ballooning modes that are thought to non-linearly give rise to the ELM

[57, 58]. The pedestal shape effects discussed in Appendix A.1 result in significant

pedestal stability changes as the rotation is varied, as shown in Fig. A2. The color

coding is provided to locate profiles in the functional operating space of ne,ped and edge

V C6+
φ using the inset.

Discharges operate over a wide swath of pedestal stability space. Broadly speaking,

ELMing discharges operate closer to the stability boundary than ELM suppressed

discharges. The stability boundary does not exhibit large changes for the cases studied.

Within ELMing profiles, low density and low rotation cases (black) tend to have weaker

gradients then the high-density cases (blue).

A key observation is that the pedestal stability within the ELM suppressed dataset

varies considerably. The rotation is found to be a strong determinate of the operating

point of the ELM suppressed pedestal. As such, several additional colors (red, orange,

magenta) are used to differentiate between ELM suppressed profiles at different rotation

levels. The highest rotation cases (magenta) are most firmly in the stable part of the

pedestal stability space. As rotation is reduced, the steepening of the Te profile shown

in Fig. A1(d) results in a higher peak pressure gradient (α) and associated bootstrap

current. At the limit of the lowest rotations accessed in ELM suppression, the pedestal

stability is just below that of the ELMing cases.

This naturally leads to the question of whether the transition to ELMing can be

understood simply in terms of the pedestal stability. In these experiments, this is

unlikely to be the case for two reasons. First, no critical Te,ped or Pe,ped is found at the

rotation threshold [Fig. 9(c)]. Second, carefully examining the time-history of the Dα

recycling light reveals a drop in the Dα baseline level alongside the rotation preceding

the ELM, indicating the enhanced transport from the ELM suppression is lost [16] before

the ELM returns. Third, this effect was not readily identifiable in the ∆up ∼ 0.1 dataset,

yet it too has a rotation threshold.

To conclude this Appendix, significant variations of the pedestal shape in the

∆up ∼ 0.3 condition were found as rotation was reduced while maintaining ELM

suppression. This significantly affected the pedestal stability operating point, with

the lowest rotation points operating close to the ELMing points. This mechanism (of

uncertain origin) may provide a potentially important alternate path to ELM instability

as the rotation is reduced. Even with the additional transport from fully penetrated

RMPs, the pedestal may still cross the peeling-ballooning stability limit at low rotation.

This would require yet another mechanism to further increase the transport and avoid

the ELM. As extrapolation for this effect is unclear, this mechanism may define the

operating space more than the ωE zero-crossing location in some conditions. In these

discharges, however, ELM suppression (evidenced by enhanced Dα light and exterior
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ωE zero-crossing) is lost before the ELM onsets, so this alternate path to instability was

not the limiting factor.
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